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1. International airports 
Once you have arrived to one of three international airports of Moscow, the better choice 

for you to get to PRUE is Aeroexpress (high-speed electric railway to the center of 

Moscow). 

 

1.1. Sheremetyevo International Airport 

http://svo.aero/en 
 
The aeroexpress from Sheremetyevo International Airport goes to the train station 
“Belorusskiy Vokzal” (Белорусский вокзал), where there is metro station named 
“Belorusskaya” (marked with A) as well. From metro station “Belorusskiy Vokzal” you need 
to make you way to the metro station “Paveletskaya” (marked with B), which is also a place 
of a train station “Paveletskiy vokzal” (Павелецкий вокзал). It would be better for you to 
use the “Zamoskvoretskaya line”, which is outlined in green.  
 
 

 
 
 
The dormitory of the University (address: Stremyanny per. 14) is located 9 minutes away 
from the metro “Paveletskaya”. Please, see the screenshot or use a google link below 
 

http://svo.aero/en
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Link to google map 
 
  

Metro exit 

https://www.google.ru/maps/dir/%27%27/Stremyannyy+pereulok,+14,+Moskva/@55.729309,37.6342298,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x46b54b1f110e6ec3:0x82b6700ecd58cb70!2m2!1d37.640724!2d55.729397!1m5!1m1!1s0x46b54b195d1656a3:0xd10934b3f0c6043!2m2!1d37.632349!2d55.728719?hl=en&hl=en
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      1.2. Domodedovo Moscow Airport 

                http://www.domodedovo.ru/en 
  

The aeroexpress from Domodedovo Moscow Airport goes to the train station “Paveletskaiy 
vokzal” (Павелецкий вокзал). Using the google map above, you may get to the dormitory 
of the University (address: Stremyanny per. 14) by walking from the train station 
“Paveletskaiy vokzal”. 
 
 

 
Link to google map 
 
  
  

http://www.domodedovo.ru/en
https://www.google.ru/maps/dir/%27%27/Stremyannyy+pereulok,+14,+Moskva/@55.729309,37.6342298,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x46b54b1f110e6ec3:0x82b6700ecd58cb70!2m2!1d37.640724!2d55.729397!1m5!1m1!1s0x46b54b195d1656a3:0xd10934b3f0c6043!2m2!1d37.632349!2d55.728719?hl=en&hl=en
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          1.3. Vnukovo International Airport 

http://www.vnukovo.ru/en 
 
The aeroexpress from Vnukovo International Airport goes to the train station “Kievskiy 
vokzal” (Киевский вокзал) where there is metro station named “Kievskaya” (marked with 
A) as well. From metro station “Kievskaya” you need to make you way to the metro station 
“Paveletskaya” (marked with B). In order to get to the metro “Paveletskaya” you need to 
use the “Koltsevaya line”, which is outlined in brown. 
 

 
 
 
The dormitory of the University (address: Stremyanny per. 14) is located 9 minutes away 
from the metro “Paveletskaya”. Please, see the screenshot or use a google link below 
 

http://www.vnukovo.ru/en/
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Link to google map 
  

https://www.google.ru/maps/dir/%D0%9F%D0%B0%D0%B2%D0%B5%D0%BB%D0%B5%D1%86%D0%BA%D0%B0%D1%8F,+%D0%9C%D0%BE%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B2%D0%B0,+%D0%B3%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B4+%D0%9C%D0%BE%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B2%D0%B0/Stremyannyy+pereulok,+14,+Moskva/@55.7294666,37.6334202,17z/data=!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x46b54b1e93f4fadf:0xab3f8a363e6d3f7c!2m2!1d37.636263!2d55.731266!1m5!1m1!1s0x46b54b195d1656a3:0xd10934b3f0c6043!2m2!1d37.632349!2d55.728719!3e2?hl=en&hl=en
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2. Train stations 
 
If you come to Moscow by train, you should remember that the best way to reach the 
dormitory of the University is to use metro; every Moscow train station has a metro 
nearby.  
 

2.1. “Paveletskiy vokzal” train station 
 

If you arrive to the “Paveletskiy vokzal” train station directly, then you may reach the 
dormitory by walking without using metro. Please, see the google map below.  
 

 
Link to google map 
  

https://www.google.ru/maps/dir/%27%27/Stremyannyy+pereulok,+14,+Moskva/@55.729309,37.6342298,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x46b54b1f110e6ec3:0x82b6700ecd58cb70!2m2!1d37.640724!2d55.729397!1m5!1m1!1s0x46b54b195d1656a3:0xd10934b3f0c6043!2m2!1d37.632349!2d55.728719?hl=en&hl=en
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2.2. Kievsky vokzal” train station 
 
The metro station “Kievskaya” is located near the “Kievskiy vokzal” train station. Please, 
use the metro “Kievskaya” (marked with A) to reach the metro station “Paveletskaya” 
(marked with B), which is also a place of a train station “Paveletskiy vokzal” (Павелецкий 
вокзал). In order to get to the metro “Paveletskaya” you need to use the “Koltsevaya line”, 
which is outlined in brown. 

 
 
 
The dormitory of the University (address: Stremyanny per. 14) is located 9 minutes away 
from the metro “Paveletskaya”. Please, see the screenshot or use a google link below 
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Link to google map 
  

https://www.google.ru/maps/dir/%D0%9F%D0%B0%D0%B2%D0%B5%D0%BB%D0%B5%D1%86%D0%BA%D0%B0%D1%8F,+%D0%9C%D0%BE%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B2%D0%B0,+%D0%B3%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B4+%D0%9C%D0%BE%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B2%D0%B0/Stremyannyy+pereulok,+14,+Moskva/@55.7294666,37.6334202,17z/data=!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x46b54b1e93f4fadf:0xab3f8a363e6d3f7c!2m2!1d37.636263!2d55.731266!1m5!1m1!1s0x46b54b195d1656a3:0xd10934b3f0c6043!2m2!1d37.632349!2d55.728719!3e2?hl=en&hl=en
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2.3. “Leningradskiy vokzal” train station 
 
The “Leningradskiy vokzal” train station is located at Komsomolskaya Square also known 
as Three Stations Square and nearby the “Komsomolskaya” metro station (marked with A). 
Please, use the “Komsomolskaya” metro station in order to reach the “Paveletskaya” 
metro station (marked with B). 
 

 
 
The dormitory of the University (address: Stremyanny per. 14) is located 9 minutes away 
from the metro “Paveletskaya”. Please, see the screenshot or use a google link below 
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Link to google map 
  

https://www.google.ru/maps/dir/%27%27/Stremyannyy+pereulok,+14,+Moskva/@55.729309,37.6342298,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x46b54b1f110e6ec3:0x82b6700ecd58cb70!2m2!1d37.640724!2d55.729397!1m5!1m1!1s0x46b54b195d1656a3:0xd10934b3f0c6043!2m2!1d37.632349!2d55.728719?hl=en&hl=en
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3. University’s main building 
 

The main building of the university is located on Stremmyanny per. 36, and is only 50 m 

away from the metro “Serpukhovskaya” in the center of Moscow. The campus is not far 

away from the metro “Pavaletskaya” (about 15 min by walking), and is very close to the 

dormitory building. 

 

Link to google map 

 

 The central Campus PRUE 

  

Dormitory 

PRUE 

Serpukhovskaya metro 

https://www.google.ru/maps/dir/Stremyannyy+pereulok,+36+%D0%BA%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%BF%D1%83%D1%81+3,+Moscow/Stremyannyy+per.,+14,+Moskva,+115054/@55.7277647,37.629733,17z/data=!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x46b54b1a26a5cfbb:0xe2ed226814130f6c!2m2!1d37.627965!2d55.727368!1m5!1m1!1s0x46b54b195d1656a3:0xd10934b3f0c6043!2m2!1d37.632349!2d55.728719?hl=en&hl=en
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4. Contract information 
 

 

International Office 

Plekhanov Russian University of Economics  

Stremyanny per. 36, 117997, Moscow 

Tel.:  + 7 (499) 237-85-17  

        + 7 (495) 958-26-20  

E-mail: inbound@rea.ru  

Site: http://www.rea.ru/en  

 

 

 

http://www.rea.ru/en

